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Abstract 

The quality of the surface of a ski course that is specially prepared 

on the day of the race and the accurate and precise location of a ski route 

on the map has dominant impact on the orienteers’ choice of speed and 

technique used during the race (Bliznevskaja, 2004, 2006; Kvåle, 2010; 

Sipalä, 2014). During the research the following correlations between the 

ski-orienteering technique and the route choice were identified among 14 – 

16 years old orienteers. Speed and time spent affect the time used for 

reading the map, the route choice, errors made, as well as in general. Route 

choice analyses among SV14 – 16 years old orienteers revelaed that only 

one member of the group for all stages of the course had made a 100% 

optimal route choice. Most participants did it only in 70-80% of cases and 

mainly in the short and lightweight stages of the distance.  Aim of the study: 

to identify correlations between the ski technique application and the route 

choice in ski orienteering. 
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Introduction 

Ski orienteering is a fast, dynamic, and interesting sport from both an 

orienteering and a ski perspective (Kvåle, 2010, p.3). Ski orienteering is a 

sport, in which athletes try to ski and visit a certain number of checkpoints 

placed in an area in a certain order with the help of a map and a compass in 

the shortest possible time. The technical orienteering preparedness should 

be predominant over the ski reparedness. In recent years, ski orienteering 

race results show that an outstanding athlete in this sport knows how to 

effectively apply the technically-tactical orienteering techniques in any 

situation, as well as a very fast, agile, and masterful skier. 

 The ski technique of ski orienteering is significantly different from 

the cross-country ski technique, as each race takes place in a new area, 

where the narrow, wide, and very wide skiing tracks are specially prepared 

according to the terrain of the area, vegetation, snow and weather 

conditions. It is undeniable that, in order to improve orienteers’ ski 

technique skills, the research conducted in cross-country technique 

improvement, point to the effectiveness that should also be taken into 

account in orienteers’ preparation. Both the adaption of step cycle length in 

a variable terrain and to various movement speeds (Nilsson, Tveit, 

Eikrehagen, 2002) and the skier’s strategic techniques, the significance of 

explosive strength and highly developed motricity are of special importance 

(Lindinger, Stöggl, Müller, Holmberg, 2008). 

An orienteer enters the track for the first time immediately after the 

start signal. By skiing in unknown tracks, during the race athletes mainly 

apply the classical steps in the narrow ski tracks, skating steps - in the wide 

ones. Moreover, it is done without changing the equipment, as well as in 

distance, depending on the situation, independently transitions the steps 

from classical steps to skating steps and vice versa in different variations 

(Bliznevskaja, 2006, p.47; Казанцев, 2010, c.31). 

General orienteering and skiing skills and abilities are not enough 

for the preparation of new orienteers to later successfully participate in ski 

orienteering races. The training process must include special exercises for 

the improvement of ski orienteering technically-tactical methods related to 

movement – skiing and the orienteer’s cognitive abilities – route choice and 

decision-making (Seiler, 1989, 1996; Voronov, 2002). During races, it was 

observed that the less experienced orienteers apply techniques that they are 

able to perform the best, so they often choose the routes where they can 

apply the specific (“for them the most convenient”) steps instead of 

choosing the shortest, most optimal route variant between the checkpoints 

(Bliznevskaja, Bliznevskij, 2008,p. 316).  
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Material and methods 
The study or the race observation was carried out during the “Estonian 

SKIO Weekend” ski orienteering sprint race on January 9, 2016. The study 

included 19 orienteers aged 14 to 16. During the study the following was 

applied: 1) surveillance to determine the influencing factors of the ski 

orienteering race performance for an orienteer of the M14 age group; 2) 

surveying to determine the dominant skimovement types in different ski tracks 

for orienteers aged 14 to 16 (19 participants). 3) Analysis of the orienteering 

race result protocols to determine the orienteers’ route choice in the courses of 

the race distance in MW14 – 16 age groups. During the study, qualitative data 

were obtained on both race tracks, parameters characterizing their quality and 

compliance in the map and the orienteers’ race performance – ski orienteering 

technique application and its connection to the route choice as well as other 

influencing factors. 

 

Results 

1. By analysing athletes’ technically-tactical performances, it was 

concluded that three types of ski tracks had been prepared for the race, 

which in the orienteering map are depicted as follows: 

1)  the very wide tracks, which amounted to 10% of the 

tracks depicted in the map (Fig. 1).  
The tracks were prepared with snow retracks and they were of good 

quality – well rammed, hard, also icy in some places, but flat and without 

natural obstacles. The quality of the track surface was similar on level ground, 

terrain, open and semi-open places. Overall, it allowed the athletes to maintain 

steady skiing and to develop a good movement speed. In the everyday life, the 

mentioned tracks are used for cross-country skiing training and the race process 

organization, with the difference that cross-country skiers move in a set 

direction, while orienteers move in different, freely selected directions during 

the race. A trail of classical steps was prepared in the outer side of the track. 

The track layout gave the athletes an opportunity to apply both skating steps 

and classical ski steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A                                                               B 
Figure 1. The very wide ski track on level ground (A) and terrain (B) in the ski 

orienteering race map  and the area
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From a safety perspective, the downhill areas and turns of the track 

were sufficiently wide, well visible and the skiers could freely overtake each 

other and perform safe counter-skiing. During the race, the track quality did 

not change. 

2)  the wide tracks amounted to 60% of the skiing tracks 

depicted in the map (Fig. 2), which had been prepared specifically for the 

race with a snowmobile, repeatedly ramming the snow a few days before the 

race and shortly before the start on the race day. Depending on the location 

and the technical possibilities to prepare the track, their width was on the 

average from 1.8 to 3m: 

- the tracks, which were prepared in forest or rural roads, cross ride 

areas were mainly 2 to 3m wide on level ground and gave an opportunity to 

move fast enough. The track quality did not differ in the forest, in an open 

or semi-open area and they are intended for skating step application, as well 

as it was possible to overtake and safely counter-ski on these tracks. As for 

the surface quality, the tracks were less flat, softer and there was a 

difference between the surface in the middle of the track and on the outer 

sides. Natural obstacles were not observed on the tracks.  

  
                      A                                                                                        B 
 

Figure 2. The wide ski track on level ground (A) and terrain (B) in the ski 

orienteering race map   and the area  
 

- the tracks, which were prepared in open areas, were of higher 

quality and harder in comparison to the tracks in the forest. When 

overtaking or counter-skiing, it was safer to choose the classical or skate ski 

steps. The tracks in the terrain had a lower quality surface. They were 

distinctly softer, less flat with soil bumps and with natural obstacles (grass, 

fallen leaves and twigs). During the race, the track quality changed, because 

the soil ground vegetation was further removed due to athletes’ movements. 

In some places, distinct snow ramparts were observed on the outer sides of 
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the track. In comparison to the very wide track, these tracks were a lot 

softer, uneven, as well as distinctly narrower, with harder visible and 

sharper turns, which in turn made it necessary to apply a more often ski step 

change and step transitions, which affected the speed.  

3)  the narrow tracks amounted to 20% of all the tracks 

depicted on the map (Fig. 3).  
 

                   A                                                             B 
 

Figure 3. The narrow ski track on level ground (A) and terrain (B) in the ski 

orienteering race map   and the area 
 

The narrow tracks were prepared with a snowmobile by entering and 

ramming a trail 2 – 3 times before the race. The track width was from 0.8 to 

1.2m, with distinct snow ramparts along the sides, which contributed to both 

a poorer visibility and a distinctly slower speed on level ground and terrain.  

The quality of the narrow tracks after the snow coverage was 

determined by the specific place of the area:  

- in the area of the path and firebreak network the prepared tracks 

were harder, smoother, and straighter. They corresponded to the path 

branching profile on the map. The tracks had less natural obstacles;  

- in open areas, the tracks were characterized by better and thicker 

snow surface quality. They were harder in comparison to those prepared in 

the forest. The tracks were relatively narrower. When preparing the track 

and bypassing trees, bushes, and stumps, in some places the tracks obtained 

a zig-zag shape with sharp short turns, which were not depicted on the map. 

The narrow tracks are more suitable for classical skisteps and only in 

a few places it is possible to apply skate steps. Overtaking and counter 

skiing is difficult in such tracks, especially in the terrain. In comparison to 

the wide or very wide tracks, the narrow tracks were of significantly lower 

quality. These tracks were narrower and slower. There were a lot of fast 

turns with poor visibility. During the race, the track quality changed and
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they became even softer, as well as wider as the participants were trying to 

apply skate steps.  

Factors influencing the route choice according to surveillance: 

1)  the skitrack crossroad prepared in the area did not correspond to 

the depiction on the race map (Fig. 4). In the map, the marked “T” junction 

to the left was followed by two track branches to the right, while a 

perpendicular junction was prepared in the area. The track, which joins the 

junction from the south, was prepared more than 5m to the left. This case is 

a mistake made by the organizers in track preparation. When skiing into the 

track junction, the race participant became confused and a mistake was 

made.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. The non-compliance of the specially prepared ski orienteering track to its  

depiction in the race map 
 

2)  In four cases, it was found that wide tracks were prepared in the 

area, while in the map they were depicted as narrow tracks (see Fig. 5).  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Non-compliance of ski tracks – the map shows a narrow track, while a 

wide track has been prepared in the area 
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When an orienteer makes a decision on the route choice in a course, 

they take into account the information provided by the race map. If the map 

depicts a narrow track, the participant, whilst reading the map, imagines and 

allows the possibility that this track will be narrow, with a low-quality track 

surface – less flat, softer and with natural obstacles. The athlete assumes that 

the skiing speed will be slower in this track, rather than in the wide track. 

Without seeing the skiing track in the area, the participant makes a different 

route choice on the map, which may be longer, but leads through the wide 

tracks, which theoretically should develop a faster speed.  

3) In two cases an error was found when a narrow track was 

prepared in the area, although it was depicted as a wide track on the race 

map (see Fig. 6). Also in these cases, according to the information on the 

race map, the athlete believes that it will be wide, qualitative and with fast 

skiing.   
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Ski track non-compliance – the map depicts a wide track, while a 

narrow skiing track has been prepared in the area 
 

4) Participants of the race shortened the distance in several places 

through “cutting the corners”, making a new trail in the area. 900  track 

junctions were most often shortened by creating a new trail in a 450 angle 

against this junction (see Fig. 7). Making a new trail shortens the distance, 

but the speed and the time spent in such a course does not always decrease, 

because it should be noted that by doing it, the speed will be slower than 

through the specially prepared tracks. 
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Figure 7. Race track shortening at a junction 

 

5) Track quality deterioration, especially in narrow skiing tracks, 

which were characterized by a small snow cover (5 – 10cm) already before 

the race. During the race, the soil ground vegetation (grass, leaves) was 

uncovered almost completely in these tracks, they were made wider and 

trampled down (Fig. 8).  
 

 
 

Figure 8. A short track during the race 
  

Undoubtably the advantage belongs to those participants, who start 

the race first, while the last ones have to ski on less qualitative, softer and 

slower tracks. Changes in track quality are affected by the load of the 

specific course, so the number of participants. Tracks, through which 

representatives of several age groups are skiing, are becoming less 

qualitative and, thus, movements through them are significantly slower.  

6) Athletes’ race performance is significantly affected by various 

side and unforeseen factors, such as other athletes’ and the athlete’s own
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7)  falls, uncoordinated actions in overtaking, counter skiing. Often 

spectators and passers-by are moving and paddling the prepared skiing 

tracks.  

By analysing the video material, the finish protocol and by 

measuring the covered distance, the results indicate that the observed 

participant in the M14 group did a 3243m long distance (direct distance on 

the map 2650m), of which 1409m or 43.45% the participant was skiing on 

the wide tracks (21 out of 70 registered cases), 1233m or 38.02% – on the 

narrow skiing tracks (39 out of 70 registered cases) and 601m or 18.53% – 

on the very wide tracks (10 out of 70 registered cases). 

In the finish protocol of the race it is visible that the observed 

participant did the entire distance in 15:58min with an average speed of 5:54 

min/km. The average speed in short (up to 150m), medium (200 – 300m) 

and long (from 300m) courses of the distance were 5:34min/km, 

6:37min/km and 5:34min/km, respectively.  

The fastest skiing was in the very wide skiing tracks, where the 

average skiing speed was 4:46km/min. The slowest skiing was in the narrow 

tracks, where the average speed was 6:45min/km. In turn, in the wide tracks 

the average speed was 5:4min/km.  

The participants’ average skiing speed in courses was respectively: 

on level ground – 5:55min/km, on uphill slopes – 7:46min/km, on downhill 

slopes – 4:49min/km. These indicators were dependent on the specifics of 

the tracks, application of the ski technique and the technical performance of 

movement types in the respective courses. 

The analyses of the observed participants’ race operation-ski 

technique application was carried out by analysing the skiing type 

application in the very wide, wide and narrow tracks in the video material. 

The technical execution of the movement types was characterized, analysing 

the cyclical movements of the front ends of the skis and the expansion angle 

and the recoil with poles. Factors that affected the technical execution of 

skiing movement types in the courses of the distance were identified.  

Characterization of the technical performance of the ski orienteering 

movement types: 

1) In the wide ski track:  

1) V1 skate as a movement type was applied the most often on both 

the level ground and the terrain. It was used by 19 out of 153 registered 

cases or in 12.42%. 

The technical performance: on level ground and downhill slopes in a 

movement forward oriented glide with a pronounced weight shift from one 

ski to the other, the expansion of the front ends of the skis – 700, a 

simultaneous recoil with poles in the symmetric variant, but a full recoil is 
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not executed, the upper body is lightly tilted forward. During downhill 

slopes and the moments when reading the map, a transition to a skate 

without pushing off with poles with arm swings; in uphill slopes – in a 

movement forward to the sides oriented glide, which was shorter, and in a 

wider ski expansion (more than 700), a pronounced weight shift from one 

ski to the other, a simultaneous recoil with the poles in the asymmetrical 

variant, when the left arm was more directed to the front and the right hand 

was closer to the body. During the uphill slopes transitions to a diagonal V-

skate or a V2 alternate skate were observed. 

2) skate without pushing off with poles with arm swings in an 

average expansion was applied when resting during downhill slopes and on 

level ground. During the moments when the map was read, it was used in 8 

out of the 153 registered cases or in 5.22%. 

The technical performance: on level ground in a movement towards 

the side oriented glide with a pronounced weight shift from one ski to the 

other, expansion of the front ends of the skis of more than 700, performed a 

strong recoil with the ski, the upper body was maintained in a vertical 

position. During downhill slopes – a forward oriented long glide with a 

pronounced weight shift from one ski to the other, the expansion of the front 

ends of the skis – 700, the upper body bent forward. 

3) V2 skate was applied after leaving the start corridor and 

sometimes during uphill slopes. It was used in 5 out of the 153 registered 

cases or in 3.27%. 

The technical performance: on level ground in a movement directed 

to the side a glide without a pronounced weight shift from one ski to the 

other, the expansion of the front ends of the skis – 700, performed a strong 

recoil with both the ski and a simultaneous recoil with the poles, the upper 

body was slightly inclined forwards. In the uphill slopes – in a movement 

towards the side directed short glide without a pronounced weight shift from 

one ski to the other, the expansion of the front ends of the skis was more 

than 700, the upper body was bent forwards, a short and quick performance, 

a transition to diagonal V-skate or the “herringbone” ascent was observed. 

4) other movement types – on level ground V2 alternate skate (2 

out of the 153 registered cases or 1.31%), double pole stride (2 out of the 

153 registered cases or 1.31%), on uphill slopes diagonal V-skate (1 out of 

the 153 registered cases or 0.65%), “herringbone” ascent (1 out of the 153 

registered cases or 0.65%), on downhill slopes stemming (2 out of the 153 

registered cases or 1.31%). These movement types were applied 

episodically, when overtaking or counter skiing, entering a junction or 

turning or when checking off at a checkpoint. Thus, it is impossible to
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characterize the technical performance, as well as it is impossible to 

characterize the constant transitions from one step to another. 

2) In the narrow ski track: 

1) V1 skate was most often applied as a skiing type in both level 

ground and terrain; it was used in 26 out of the 153 registered cases or in 

16.99%. 

The technical performance: on level ground and downhill slopes – in 

a movement directed forwards short glide without a pronounced weight shift 

from one ski to the other, the expansion of the front ends of the skis was 

narrowed from 30 to 500, a simultaneous, short and often performed recoil 

with the poles in the symmetrical variant. But full recoil was not performed; 

the upper body mainly retained a vertical state. On downhill slopes and 

when reading the map, a transition to a double pole stride followed. On 

uphill slopes – in a movement towards the side more oriented glide, which 

was shorter, and in a wider ski expansion (more than 500), without a 

pronounced weight shift from one ski to the other, a simultaneous recoil 

with the poles in an asymmetrical variant, when the left hand was more 

directed to the front and the right hand was closer to the body, during uphill 

slopes transitions to a diagonal V-skate or a V2 alternate skate were 

observed.  

2) double pole stride was used as a ski type on both level ground 

and terrain. During moment when it was impossible to perform a V1 skate, 

for example, it was used when moving around obstacles, overtaking, counter 

skiing, visiting a checkpoint, also in cases when a new trail in the snow was 

made or when pushing up into a small uphill slope (under h=2,5m). It was 

applied in 26 out of the 153 registered cases or in 16.99% of cases.  

 The technical performance: on level ground the recoil with the 

poles was longer, rather than during an uphill slope, where it was short and 

frequent. A glide on parallel skis depended on the track surface quality, the 

harder and flatter it was, the faster the glide, whereas if ground vegetation 

was uncovered on the track, then the glide was relatively slower. 

3) V2 alternate skate was performed during courses, where it was 

impossible to perform V1 skate (15 out of the 153 registered cases or 

9.80%), when avoiding obstacles, making a turn, during slalom skiing. 

The technical performance: the V2 alternate skate performance was 

very similar to the V1 skate performance in a narrow ski expansion, but the 

difference of these steps was observed in the video material. When 

performing V2 alternate skate, the slide on one ski remained and recoil to 

the side was made with the other ski. Most often the V2 alternate skate was 

done with the right leg. The recoil with the poles was short, incomplete, but 

strong enough. 
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4)  “herringbone” ascent with a running and/or climbing ski in a 

narrow ski expansion (4 out of the 153 registered cases or 1.31%), it was 

executed when overcoming steeper uphill slopes. 

5) other movement types – on level ground skate without pushing 

off with poles with arm swings in a narrow ski expansion. It was applied 

when resting during downhill slopes and on level ground, during moments 

when the map was read (2 out of the 153 registered cases or 1.31%), on 

uphill slopes – diagonal V-skate (3 out of the 153 registered cases or 1.96%) 

in a narrow ski expansion, diagonal stride (2 out of the 153 registered cases 

or 1.31%) with a running step. These movement types were applied 

episodically hence, it is impossible to characterize the technical 

performance, as well as it is impossible to characterize the constant transfers 

from one step to another. 

3) In the very wide ski track: 

1) V1 skate as a ski type was most often applied on both level 

ground and terrain; it was used in 12 out of the 153 registered cases or in 

7.84%. 

The technical performance: on level ground and downhill slopes in a 

movement forwards oriented glide with a pronounced weight shift from one 

ski to the other, the expansion of the front ends of the skis – 700, a 

simultaneous recoil with the poles in the symmetric variant, a full recoil 

with the poles, the upper body is slightly bent forward. On downhill slopes 

and when the map is read a transition to a skate without pushing off with 

poles with arm swings followed. During uphill slopes – in a movement 

towards the side oriented glide, which was shorter, and in a wider ski 

expansion (more than 700), a pronounced weight shift from one ski to the 

other, a simultaneous recoil with the poles in the symmetric, in some places 

asymmetric variant, when the left hand was directed more forwards and the 

right hand was closer to the body. On uphill slopes transitions to diagonal 

V-skate or V2 skate are observed. 

2) Skate without pushing off with poles with arm swings in a wide 

ski expansion was applied on downhill slopes and on level ground, when the 

map was read. It was used in 4 out of the 153 registered cases or in 2.61%.  

The technical performance: on level ground and downhill slopes in 

a forward oriented movement glide with a pronounced weight shift from one 

ski to the other, expansion of the front ends of the skis of more than 700, 

performed a strong recoil with the ski, the upper body remained in a vertical 

state on the plain. On downhill slopes – in a forward oriented movement 

long glide with a pronounced weight shift from one ski to the other, 

expansion of the front ends of the skis – 700, the upper body bent forwards.
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3) V2 skate was applied at the beginning of an uphill slope (2 out 

of the 153 registered cases or 1.31%). 

The technical performance: on uphill slopes towards the side 

oriented movement a short, fast glide without a pronounced weight shift 

from one ski to the other. The expansion of the front ends of the skis of 

more than 700, performed a strong recoil with both the ski and a 

simultaneous recoil with the poles, the upper body slightly bent forwards 

followed by transitions to V1 skate or diagonal V-skate. 

4) other movement types – on uphill slopes diagonal V-skate (2 out 

of the 153 registered cases or 1.31%), “herringbone” ascent (1 out of the 

153 registered cases or 0.65%). These movement types were applied 

episodically, on uphill slopes, when a transition from one movement type to 

another took place. Thus, it is impossible to characterize the technical 

performance, as well as it is impossible to characterize the transitions made 

from one step to another. 

It was found that the participant manages the skiing types, applies 

them in appropriate situations during the distance courses, in the narrow 

tracks the double pole stride (26 registered cases) and the two step double 

pole (26 registered cases), as well as the latter in the wide tracks (19 

registered cases) and the very wide tracks (12 registered cases). However, in 

some places it can be observed that the technical performance of the skating 

steps was incomplete. For example, the weight was not shifted, resulting in 

the glide being short, or did not perform a full recoil with the poles, it shows 

that the leg strength was used more than the arm strength, in some places 

there were difficulties to maintain the dynamic balance, which led to falls (2 

registered cases). The overall performance of skiing types was affected by 

the very frequent transitions from one step to another. The video material 

showed that in the narrow tracks the participant tried to ski in V1 skate, 

which was followed by V2 alternate skate, then again V1 skate, then double 

pole stride. Each step was performed with 2 – 4 recoils with the poles or 

skis. Similarly, in the wide ski tracks when skiing on an uphill slope 3 – 4 

steps were carried out one step double pole, then V1 skate, followed by a 

transition to diagonal V-skate. At the ridge of the mountain the last steps 

were performed in “herringbone” ascent. Was able to apply the “junction 

cutting” and “track shortening” (2 registered cases) tactics, making a new 

trail in the snow, at the same time it can be observed that due to getting 

influenced from other participants, the speed decreased, the map was re-read 

(2 registered cases). 

By compiling the data obtained via surveillance, it can be concluded 

that in the observed races in the M14 group distance the best participant
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mainly skied through the narrow forest tracks. In the ski orienteering race, 

from distance skiing types, mostly the following were used:  

1) the symmetric and asymmetric versions of V1 skate in a narrow 

and wide ski expansion (57 registered cases, out of all 148), 

2) the double pole stride (28 registered cases, out of all 148), 

3) V2 alternate skate (17 registered cases, out of all 148). 

4) Other skiing types were episodically observed in the video material 

depending on the ski track profile, nature of the area and factors that 

hindered the performance of V1 skate. 

2. During the study, in a survey with questionnaire the dominating 

skiing types were determined in various tracks for orienteers aged 14 to 16. 

The result analyses show that: 

- in the very wide tracks on level ground from the number of 

registered participants most often the following skiing types are used: V1 

skate – 17, V2 skate – 9, skate without pushing off with poles with arm 

swings - 6, on downhill slopes, low crouch position – 12 and crouch 

position – 3, on uphill slopes of up to 200 steepness V1 skate – 10, V2 skate 

and diagonal V-skate – 8, and on uphill slopes of over 200 steepness 

diagonal V-skate – 9 and V1 skate – 8 participants. 

- in the wide tracks on level ground from the number of registered 

participants most often the following movement types were used: V1 skate - 

15 and V2 skate – 8 participants, but on downhill slopes the low crouch 

position – 11 and crouch position - 8 participants. On uphill slopes with up 

to 200 steepness V1 skate is applied by – 13 and on uphill slopes of over 200 

steepness V1 skate – 9, but move up the mountain in “herringbone” ascent – 

8 participants. 

- in the narrow tracks on level ground from the number of registered 

participants the most used was V1 skate – 10 and double pole stride – 9 

participants. On downhill slopes the “snow plough” or “half snow plough” 

stemming – 10 participants, as well as 9 apply the low and/or high crouch 

position. On uphill slopes of up to 200 steepness 11 apply the “herringbone” 

ascent and 8 – V2 alternate skate, but on uphill slopes of over 200 steepness 

“herringbone” ascent is applied by – 17 participants. 

-  in the very narrow tracks on level ground from the number of 

registered participants 9 most often apply double pole stride, on downhill 

slopes 9 apply the high crouch position and 9 – “snow plough” or “half 

snow plough” stemming. On uphill slopes of up to 200 steepness 13 apply 

the “herringbone” ascent, whereas on uphill slopes of over 200 steepness 15 

participants apply the “herringbone” ascent, as well as 6 participants remove 

the skis and run. 
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- By comparing the survey data of the MW14-16 age group with the 

ski technique application of a M14 group’s orienteers, it can be concluded 

that the ski technique application is similar, because in both the wide and 

the narrow skiing tracks the V1 skate is used as the basic step and only on 

uphill slopes of the narrow tracks MW14 – 16 mark that they apply the 

“herringbone” ascent more.  

The technique application is closely related to the athlete’s general 

and specific physical preparedness. Thus, in the survey result processing 

analysis the data obtained on orienteers’ (aged from 14 to 16) level of 

general physical preparedness were observed, using the Likert-type response 

variants (where 1 means very poor, 2 – moderate, 3 – good, 4 – very good, 5 

– perfect).  

When evaluating their general physical preparedness, 9 participants 

marked it as good, 7 – as very good and 3 as perfect. 10 participants 

evaluated the specific physical preparedness for ski orienteering as good, as 

moderate – 6, but 2 as very good and as very poor - 1 participant. In turn, in 

their own general endurance self-assessment 11 participants evaluated it as 

very good, 7 – as good, but 1 participant as perfect. 10 participants 

evaluated the orienteering special endurance as good, 9 as very well. 

However, 8 participants have evaluated the skiing special endurance as very 

good, 6 as good, but 2 as perfect and 2 as moderate, 1 participant evaluates 

it as very poor.  

Analogous to the study, where during the video material analysis the 

factors influencing the observed participant’s race performance were fixed – 

skiing track specifics, pedestrians, counter skiing, orienteering error etc. 

During the surveying the factors that affect the skiing speed and time spent 

in the ski orienteering race distance were determined. 

The survey results how that for the MW14-16 age group’s 

orienteers the dominating skiing types for ski orienteering are:  

- in the very wide and wide tracks: on level ground V1 skate, on 

downhill slopes - low crouch position, on uphill slopes V1 skate or diagonal 

V-skate;  

- in the narrow and very narrow tracks: on level ground apply V1 

skate and double pole stride. On downhill slopes – “snow plough” or “half 

snow plough” stemming, as well as use the low and/or the high crouch 

position. On uphill slopes - “herringbone” ascent V2 alternate skate, as well 

as the movement type, when they take off the skis and run. 

 The obtained results also suggest that the speed and the time spend 

in the distance is affected by the time of map reading and making a route 

choice, the orienteering mistakes, and the level of general physical and 

specific physical preparedness. 
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The data obtained can also be extended to the orienteers aged 14 to 16. At 

the same time it is important to keep in mind that, when filling in a survey, 

the individuals’ oftens are not objective in their self-assessment. The data 

obtained via surveying show the general trend in this age group. 

3. The optimal route choice in each stage of the race route between 

the checkpoints was determined in all MW14 – 16 age groups, carrying out 

an analysis of the race finish protocol and the marked route choice. The 

choice of the fastest route during a time interval was considered the optimal 

route choice. Route choices made by other participants were also 

determined.  

The race distance in the M14 age group included 10 courses. From 

all 5 participants, the optimal route choice in the 10 courses of the race 

distance was made as follows 3 participants in 8 courses (80%), 2 

participants in 7 courses (70%), 1 participant in 4 courses (40%).  

Similarly to the observed participant, others also made mistakes in 

the first course due to the non-compliance between the orienteering map and 

the prepared tracks. In the second, third, fourth and sixth course all 

participants made the optimal route choice. In the fifth course according to 

the map, all three route choices were similar in terms of the distance, but the 

width and quality of the tracks differed. However, the route choice in the 

broad track was the fastest. In the seventh, eighth and ninth course it was 

possible to make different route choices. The observed participant made the 

optimal route choice in all these courses the fastest, choosing to ski in the 

broad tracks.  

The race distance in the W14 age group consisted of 8 courses. 

From all 4 participants, the optimal route choice was made by: 1 participant 

in 7 courses (88%), 1 participant in 6 courses (75%), 1 participant in 5 

courses (63%), 1 participant in one course (13%).  

In the first course according to the map, both route choices were 

similar in terms of the distance.However, the track profiles differed. Hence, 

those participants who made the choice to ski in the narrow tracks 

performed these courses slower. In the second course both route choices 

were similar in terms of the stage length and level of difficulty, here the 

winner was the one who was more technically prepared to ski in the narrow 

tracks. In the third course, all participants made the optimal route choice. In 

the fourth, fifth and sixth course the participants made two route choices, 

from which the fastest was skiing in the wide skiing tracks and crossing 

short periods of the narrow track.   

The race distance in the M16 age group included 12 courses. From 

all 5 participants, the optimal route choice in the courses of the race distance
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was made by: 2 participants in 10 courses (83%), 1 participant in 9 courses 

(75%), 1 participant in 8 courses (67%), 1 participant in 7 courses (58%). 

In this age group, all participants made the optimal route choice in 6 

courses (out of 12). Many route choices appeared in courses where it was 

possible to choose a longer route variant by skiing in the wide tracks of 

better quality. However, the results show that in the seventh, eighth and 

ninth course the winner made the route choice that is going through the 

narrow skiing tracks. In turn, in the eleventh course, the winner made the 

longest route choice, yet the optimal choice in the wide track. 

The race distance in the W16 age group consisted of 10 courses. 

From all 4 participants, the optimal route choice in the courses of the race 

distance was madeas follows: 1 participant in 10 courses (100%), 1 

participant in 9 courses (90%), 1 participant in 8 courses (80%), 1 

participant in 7 courses (70%). 

In six courses, all participants made the optimal route choice, in the 

seventh and eighth course 1participant selected the longest route choice; 

however, he skied the easiest variant in the wide track.  

The analyses of the optimal route choice in the MW14-16 age group 

ski orienteering shows that in the specific race only one participant (in the 

W16 group) made 100% the optimal route choice in all courses. Most 

participants made the optimal route choice in 70-80% of the cases. It was 

determined by the stage length and level of difficulty.  

The optimal route choice during the whole distance was different in 

each age group, if evaluating the route choice division in the wide, very 

wide and narrow tracks. The M14-16 group mostly skied in the narrow 

tracks, while the W14 – 16 groups – in the wide tracks. Similarly, the new 

orienteers of the MW14 group made different route choices, and the time 

spent in the distance and the course time (min) was also comparatively 

different among the participants unlike in the MW16 age group, where the 

participants saw the optimal route variant in the map and realized it more 

often. And time spent in the distance courses between the MW16 

participants was more similar or differed only by a few seconds.  

Surveying was carried out to determine the factors that affect the 

decision-making and the route choice for orienteers aged from 14 to 16. 

Obtained data, show that in choosing the route in ski orienteering, 

orienteers aged 14 to 16 take into consideration the following:  

- sometimes the shortest route variant, not taking into account their 

general physical preparedness, the skiing track characterization or the 

characterization of the area – 9 out of 19 participants; 

- almost always the shortest memorized route variant – 10 out of 19p.;
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- almost never the shortest harder memorized route variant - 8 out of 

19 p.; 

- almost always the easiest route variant from skiing perspective – 9 

out of 19 p.; 

- almost always the easiest route variant from orienteering perspective 

– 7 out of 19 p.; 

- sometimes the optimal route variant, taking into account their general 

physical preparedness - 8 out of 19 p.; 

- sometimes the optimal route variant, taking into consideration the 

characterization of the track – 8 out of 19 p.; 

- sometimes the optimal route variant, taking into account the terrain 

characterization - 9 out of 19 p.;  

- sometimes the optimal route variant, taking into consideration their 

general physical preparedness and the terrain characterization – 10 out of 19 

p.; 

- sometimes the optimal route variant, taking into account their general 

physical preparedness and the characterization of the tracks – 9 out of 19 p.; 

- almost always the optimal route variant, taking into consideration the 

characterization of the skiing tracks and the terrain characterization - 10 out 

of 19 p.; 

- almost always the route variant chosen by other participants - 9 out of 

19 p.; 

- almost never, sometimes almost always, the route is chosen 

unintentionally – each answer 5 out of 19 p. 

The participants think that the optimal route choice is: 

- sometimes, almost always the shortest and fastest – in both cases 5 

out of 19 p.; 

- sometimes, almost always the shortest and easier memorized – in 

both cases 7 out of 19 p.; 

- almost always the easiest from skiing perspective – 8 out of 19 p.; 

- almost always the easiest from orienteering perspective – 12 out of 

19 p.; 

- almost always the easiest from the general physical preparedness 

perspective – 9 out of 19 p.   

When evaluating the suggested route choice (see Fig. 20) between 

variants A and B, 18 out of 19 participants selected variant B.
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Figure 20. Route choice 

 

Participants stated about variant B: 

-this is always the easiest variant – 8 out of 18 p.; 

-always is a fast skier on a plain – 9 out of 18 p.; 

-is never afraid of high climbs and quick downhill slopes – 8 out of 18 p.; 

however, if it is possible to choose – chooses to go around the mountain. 

The surveying data show that the decision on route choice is almost 

always determined by the shortest memorized variant, the easiest route 

variant from a skiing perspective, the optimal variant according to the 

terrain characterization, as well as the optimal route is chosen, taking into 

account the track characterization and the terrain characterization. The 

majority points out that making the decision on route choice is not 

connected to the general physical preparedness.   

In a sense the technical element of ski orienteering – the optimal 

route choice is not a measurable indicator, because every time in every race 

there are a lot of external and internal factors that directly or indirectly 

affect each orienteer’s thinking processes and the ability to make a decision 

on the optimal route choice. 
 

Discussion 

The non-compliance between the skiing tracks depicted in the race 

map and the ones prepared in the area confuses the athlete and it can be said 

that the route choice is based on “pure luck”. When reading a map, the 

orienteers mainly make the decision on route choice, which leads directly to 

the wide tracks, and often perform a longer route choice variant on tracks 

that can be skied better and faster than when taking the shorter route, if it 

leads to the narrow skiing tracks (Alexandrova, 2011; Kvåle, 2010). 

However, if this longer route in the area through the wider tracks planned 

according to the map has to actually be done in the narrow track, and then 

the participant performs this stage significantly longer than planned. 

It is important, especially for young athletes, that the information 

provided in the map corresponds to the actual situation in the area.
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Experienced athletes are better at perceiving the information on the map and 

are able to better connect it with the area and most often do not make 

mistakes due to these non-compliances. 

In the distance the athletes’ route choice and performance is affected 

by 3 factor groups: 

- depiction of the track on the map and non-compliance in the nature; 

- application of athletes’ tactical techniques during separate courses; 

- additional factors (track quality, other participants, viewers 

(Voronov, 2002; Bliznevskaja, 2006). 
 

Conclusions 

During the study the following correlations were determined 

regarding the application of skiing types and route choice of orienteers aged 

14 to 16:  

1) The quality of very wide, wide and narrow tracks specially 

prepared in the ski orienteering race area, their precise depiction on the race 

map – determines the ski technique application and the ski speed choice in 

the distance courses. In the wide tracks, the average speed is higher than in 

the narrow tracks. 

2) The best orienteer of the M14 group mostly skied through the 

forest, in the narrow tracks. During the race distance courses the orienteer 

mainly applied the symmetric and asymmetric version of V1 skate in the 

narrow and wide ski extension. Other skiing types were observed 

episodically and were applied depending on the factors that hindered the 

performance of V1 skate. The technically-tactical race performance of 

orienteering as decision-making regarding the route choice was made in 2-3 

seconds, reading the map without interrupting the skiing. The map on 

average was read 2 – 3 times per course, depending on the length of the 

course and its level of difficulty. 

3) The prevailing skiing types of ski orienteering for 14 to 16 year 

old orienteers are: in the very wide and wide skiing tracks: on level ground – 

V1 skate, on downhill slopes - low crouch position, on uphill slopes – V1 or 

diagonal V-skate; in the narrow and very narrow skiing tracks:  on level 

ground – V1 skate and double pole stride; on downhill slopes – “snow 

plough” or “half snow plough” stemming, as well as crouch positions are 

used, on uphill slopes – “herringbone” ascent and V2 alternate skate, as well 

as the movement type when the orienteer removes the skis and runs. The 

speed and the time spent in the distance was affected by the time spent on 

reading the map and making route choices, the orienteering mistakes made 

and the general and specific physical preparedness. 
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4) In the MW14-16 age groups, the 100% optimal route choice was 

made by only one participant (in the W16 group) in all courses of their 

distance. Majority of participants made the optimal route choice in 70-80% 

of cases. It was determined by the length of the course, the level of difficulty 

of the course and the characterization of the track. In this particular race, 

most of the short and long courses were easily done by orienteering and 

skiing in the wide tracks, in these courses the orienteers chose the optimal 

route variant. However, the average courses were more difficult to be done 

by orienteering and skiing partially through both the narrow and the wide or 

through the narrow tracks. The optimal route choice throughout the distance 

differed in each age group, if the route choice division in the wide, very 

wide and narrow tracks is analysed. M14 – 16 skied mostly in the narrow 

tracks, W14 – 16 – in the wide tracks. Orienteers of the MW14 age group 

made different route choices more often and the time spent in the distance 

and the course times (min) were rather different between themselves rather 

than in the MW16 age group, where the participants made the optimal route 

choice more often, futhermore the time spent in the distance courses 

between the participants was more similar, or differed by only a few 

seconds. When choosing a route, orienteers aged 14 to 16 almost always 

choose the shortest, more easily manageable route choice, taking into 

account the characterization of the terrain, ski tracks and their own physical 

preparedness. The route choice was also determined by the orienteering 

mistakes that were made. 
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